Personalize your order
by purchasing optional features

Format

In addition to the standard (single) cheque format, we offer a carbonless format that makes a duplicate of each completed cheque.

Model

For your peace of mind, we offer the Securitone model with regular size characters as well as the Securitone model with large print characters.

Typestyles

Take advantage of the opportunity to enhance the appearance of your cheques.

Special typestyles and monograms

You have the option of replacing the regular typestyle with an alternative and you can have a monogram of the first letter of your last name printed on your cheques: (See attached document).

Thoughts

It is also possible to choose a descriptive message and have it printed above the signature line on your cheques: (See attached document).

ALL-IN-ONE KITS

Did you recently open a new chequing account? You can opt for an All-In-One Kit. The standard (single) format kit is available for $42.37\(^1\) (Model 4911) and the duplicate cheque format kit is available for $43.92\(^1\) (Model 4912). Both models include:

- 100 Securitone cheques
- 1 cheque transaction register
- 1 chequebook cover
- 1 debit card sleeve

Additional information

Did you know that if you have one of our eligible banking or financial packages, you qualify for a free order of 100 personalized standard (single) format cheques?

All you have to do is order the special package model number 3645.

If your vision is substantially impaired, you are entitled to a free order of the package model number 0275.

\(^1\) Delivery charges and taxes are not included.
Choice of typestyles

In addition to the regular typestyle for the text printed on your cheques, you can choose from three other typestyles (Script, Chancery or Italic). It is also possible to have a monogram of the first letter of your last name added to your cheques. A small additional fee applies for these options.

REGULAR TYPESTYLE
If you do not request another typestyle when placing your order, the regular typestyle will be used. No additional fees apply in that case, unless you add a monogram.

John and Joan Smith
123 Main St.
City, Province  A1A 1A1

With monogram option
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)

John and Joan Smith
123 Main St.
City, Province  A1A 1A1

If you prefer, you can choose one of the three other typestyles shown here.

TYPESTYLE MODEL A – Script
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)

John and Jeanette White
123 Your Street
Your Town, Canada A1A 1A1

With monogram option
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)

TYPESTYLE MODEL B – Chancery
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)

John and Jeanette White
123 Your Street
Your Town, Canada A1A 1A1

With monogram option
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)

TYPESTYLE MODEL C – Italic
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)

John and Jeanette White
123 Your Street
Your Town, Canada A1A 1A1

With monogram option
(Additional fee of $4.85, plus taxes)
List of thoughts

Add a personal touch to your cheques by including a descriptive message above your signature line.

To order this option, simply take note of the code appearing to the left of your selection and indicate it in the Comment section of your cheque order form.

802 A good friend is a friend for life
803 Hang on...Friday's coming
804 Count your blessings
806 Seize the day
808 Practice random acts of kindness
812 Teach your children well
813 Have you hugged your kids today?
815 I am Canadian
818 Easy come...Easy Go
819 Money talks, mine says good-bye
827 I love my dog
844 I'd rather be golfing